ODM
Original Design Manufacturing

Highlights

- 6-8 months process guaranteed (Initial Design to Mass Production)
- PCI PTS/EMV certifications and more
- R & D team with 120 professionals
- Red Dot & IF Award-winning design team
- Deep Android OS ROM customization
- Cloud Platform design
- Manufacturing Capability: 1,500K POS terminals per month

Product Category

- Android POS
- Android Desktop / Android Cash Register
- mPOS / miniPOS
- PDA
- QR Payment Terminal
- Face Recognition Terminal
With an area of over 12,000 square meters, 12 SMT production lines, and the latest manufacturing equipment, Wiseasy’s factory makes it possible to produce 1,500K POS terminals per month while providing comprehensive support for ODM and offering high-quality yet cost-efficient production services.

Manufacturing Capability

International award-winning quality control standards & industry-leading quality management system